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Do you want to be known as an exemplary leader in business and in the
community?
Do you want to learn how to be more compassionate, intuitive, and
transparent?
Are you open to tapping in, opening your heart, and fully connecting to
your authentic power?
Learn how to be a powerful force of influence:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognize Your Inner Essence
Surrender Your Outer Essence
Accept Your Innate Power
Listen to Your Inner Wisdom
Transform and Being an Exemplar
Experience Oneness

Dr. Shinshuri is the living embodiment of the principles she brings to the
world, which is to live as an expression of unconditional love and to be
in direct deliberate action about her life purpose and desires. Her goal is
to create with real intention each day through her devotion to live and
be in philanthropic service for the expansion and evolution of humanity
through educational empowerment.
Dr. Shinshuri is a business philanthropist devoted to human evolution. Her
vision and mission is to ensure that more people through authentic living
and leadership development are able to live empowered by
eliminating the excuses that can get in the way of their human evolution
and personal prosperity.
Her first book Super Conscious Model for Living was published in 2011 to
support the Personal Transformation Leadership program at OT
Academy. Her newest book and CD Expressions of Unconditional Love
are also featured text for the personal Transformation Leadership
program.
Dr. Shinshuri lives in Sacramento, California where she continues to live
out her life purpose as a prolific writer, business philanthropist, producer,
and speaker. Her website is www.shinshuri.com.

“Shinshuri provides the tools by asking us
the questions that we need to be asking
ourselves, that is to say, if we are to
consider ourselves truth seekers with the
intent to be authentic at all. She lights a
fire that is nothing less than nourishment
for the soul and an immense
opportunity to grow.”
~Karen Lytle, California
“The concept of invoking thought
provoking discussion on where you are
in your being simply is innovative. It is a
personal challenge to all to get
involved, realize your potential through
rich discussions, and be informed. What
an excellent platform to learn, be allinclusive in higher order thinking and
project ideas that are meaningful.”
~Roger Copeland, Ed.D., Maryland
“I had wanted to make personal
changes but I just couldn't figure out by
myself. This six-step process provided me
alternative directions to lead me in my
life path. It suggested things, which
could enhance what I already do in my
daily life. It provided me strength again
when I had been down.”
~Tiffany D. Richard, California
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